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Come and explore this wild alphabet book of collective nouns from the animal kingdom. The

rhyming text is complemented by pastel and colored pencil illustrations. This children’s book is

sure to entertain readers while educating them about some of the more unusual collective

nouns from the animal world.

About the AuthorBaby Professor showcases a collection of subjects that are educational for

kids to help them learn how to do something themselves, exactly how something is done or

how it came about. Children love to learn through attractive visuals and Baby Prof. is ideal to

get your child the head start he or she needs for the future. Our Motto - Learning is Fun, so

let's Make it Fun to Learn. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Collective Noun: a noun that names a group of people or thingsArmy of FrogsLeaping and

swimming are sport for a frog.Sometimes they bask in the sun on a log.

Business of FerretsThese nocturnal ferrets sleep during the day,Then when the sun sets they

hunt and they play.Crash of RhinocerosesSome rhinos have two horns, some rhinos have

one.Most of the rhinos weigh over a ton.

Drift of HogsWatch the hogs snuffle, their snouts to the ground.They’re pleasantly plump and

their tails curl around.Erst of BeesBees work to turn nectar into a treat.They make golden

honey…it tastes sugar sweet!

Erst of amarillo zoo

WV Oncology RN, “This is an excellent, educational book with beautiful illustrations. This is an

excellent, educational book with beautiful illustrations. It isn't a typical children's book with a

story and funny characters, but a walk through the alphabet in a way that you've never heard it

before. It's lyrical rhymes are soothing and would make a great bedtime story. It also teaches

new words and depicts realistic looking illustrations. A fantastic book for kids and adults alike!

I will definitely make this my "go to" gift for children.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “This alphabet book is a new twist an old theme!. I'm always looking for a

gift for a child that will be educational yet still fun and enjoyable. This one really hit the mark!

It's a gift I'm happy to send, knowing the recipient will read it with pleasure and learn new

things at the same time. I know I sure learned some new things myself! The art is lovely and

carries you from page to page with curiosity.”
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Diane P., “It is the perfect way to make learning the alphabet. I found this children's book to be

delightful for children and adults alike! The rhymes created for the alphabet letters are short

and cleverly written; with just enough information to capture a child's (or adult's ) interest. The

drawings that illustrate the collective nouns add just the right finishing touch to this unusual

children's book. It is the perfect way to make learning the alphabet, combined with new

vocabulary, a fun experience!”

Sandra Buhite, “Superb Book for Children. This children's book is educational, entertaining,

interesting, novel, and has terrific illustrations. The format of using the alphabet, the collective

nouns (which required much research), and rhyming in an educational manner is superb. The

three ladies produced an outstanding book to aid children's understanding of the animals and

the different collective nouns for individual species.”

Catherine, “Play the "matching game". Just a glance won't do when one looks at the fantastic

illustrations! When I read the pleasing to the ear, and informative to the mind rhymes, my eyes

went immediately to the artist's rendition of the animal action, and I would study each closely to

see the match of the rhyme to the action of the animals. As an adult, that was fun, just think

how children would love this!”

Mom of Four, “Enlightening!!! My children loved it!!!. We all learned something new! The

younger children enjoyed the rhyming pattern while the older children enjoyed the detailed

artwork and "wild" usage of collective nouns. The book was educational and fun rolled into one.”

TKaka, “Fun and educational. I purchased this book for a friend's children and they love it!

They thought some of the nouns were very funny, and spent a lot of time studying the detailed

illustrations. Great fun while learning!”

Nicole Linger, “Wonderful children's book!. This book is one of my favorite children's books!

The use of collective nouns, teaching the alphabet, with phenomenal illustrations makes this

book like no other children's books I have read. It's one I will give as a gift to all the special

small children in my life.  I would highly recommend this book.”

The book by Baby Professor has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 19 people have provided feedback.
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